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INTRODUCTION 

Chewton township consists of a strip of urban development 

stretching in a spasmodic, linear form over a distance of 

3,000m along a slightly ·winding and undulating section of 

the Pyrenees Highway. The highway itself runs roughly 

parallel to and between the Forest Creek and the Bendigo 

railway line, and all three of these pass at this place along 

the narrow confines of a shallow gully which, though not 

marked by great dramatic beauty, does provide a landscape of 

greater contrast--and enclosure than can generally be found . 

e"i..sewhere .along t:tiis ·r9_c.1d_~ ~- __ 

The township ·i_tself· "l;_vas created- as. a ·result- of. the influx. 

of goldrninBrs to work at the diggings along Forest ·creek in 

the early·lSSOs,-__ and by-18-54-the height of this rush had .. __ 

already passed on elsewhere. However, that brief period of 

intense activity set "!:he ~-1:ructure of the township which 

remains ~irtually unaltered to this day. Although many of 

the structures of that time have since gone, a large number 

of buildings of the latter _part of that centu;r:y remain to 

remind us· of the town's-heritage. 

This Study sets out briefly to describe the historical form 

and the landscape of the township and its environs, draws 

-conclusions as to their importance, and recommends various 

actions which should protect the historic character which 

still remains and should eithance the existing delightful 

landscape character of the ·locality. This conservation 

would not be achieved at the price of freezing further 

_development or growth, but is intended to provide a framework· 

so that any qp.ange or growth that does occur can be allowed· 
... --.... ~~-;·;-~-.. .• -.... --- .. .. ---·· .. --- . . .. 

to do so with .adequate ___ regard to these less quantifiable and ..... -- - . - .-• .. - .. --·- ·-·· . - . 

fragile .. gif-fs bequeathed to us from .. th~--past., 
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CHEWTON AN ANALYSIS OF HISTORICAL FOPJ'11 

A small number of mining towns in Victoria still exhibit 

portions of the organic plan which developed during the 

original gold rush. Factors in this planning are not only 

the concentration of the population near the most productive 

sources of gold, but the most trafficable routes permitted 

by the topography. Early government decisions, often on 

an ad hoc basis 1 have contributed to the pattern: government 

camps, and the government policy of not alienating auriferous 
' land 1 which ensured that the most substantial · bui~dings 

---rose .... elsewhere. 

Generally the government surv_ey9rs set out more or le·ss 

rectangular grid patterns, with little regard _for existing 

- buildings, · which had frequently_ to be_ removed -from newly-

established road reserves. This practice was to some degree 

abandoned where the pre-existing development was so su~stantial 

that major disruption would occur if it were ignored, or 

when physical constraints like the· lie of the land ahd the 

location of water-courses made a more regular pattern 

impracticable. 

Though many or most_ gold towns had originally a long and 

irregular main commercial thoroughfare, which has normally 

been lost in later surveying, Chewton retains much of its 
-------. ~~ -

o~iginal form. Reasons for this are not only the generally .... _ ., _. - -------
cons tr ict;·d nature of the valley and the creek, but the 

ribbon development of gold workings along it, the irregularity 

of the terrain calling for blasting to create any 

straight lines of road and the building of the railway 

along one side of the valley, which, though an early 

modification, effectively restricted the possibility of 

the town altering from its earliest basic form. 

One of the earliest and most important discoveries of gold 

was made in this ·valley, in Specimen Gully, in July of 1851. 

By the end of the year this, the busiest part of the diggings, 

was extending along the line of Forest Creek, -and in December 
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about five th~usand diggers were surfacing, particularly in 

the vicinity of Red Hill. Post Office Hill (now the 

heart of Chewton) became a focus of the diggings and it 

appears that the Government established a gold office there. 

The office was burnt down in December 1851, and the Mount 

Alexander Hotel subs~guently built on the site. There 

were numerous other stores in the area and diggers used to 

congregate here, especially on Sundays, to obtain their copies 

of the Melbourne Argus hence the na..~e of Argus Flat. 

The diggings had already passed their prime by May of l854 , 
when William Howitt-1. visited them: 

"The creek winds through a broad valley between low 
woody ranges, and the diggings extend from where they 
abruptly commence, a little above Golden Point to 
Castlemaine, about four miles. The extent of ground 
in the valley all turned up bears testimony to the 
numbers who- must have been at work on it. And be it 
remerriliered, this valley is only one of three of equal 
extent, lying in a large square, at one point of 
which lies Castlemaine, the point where Barker's Creek 
and Fo~est Creek unite, and form Campbell's Creek, 
o:E which more anon. Besides the three chief diggings 
on Forest Creek, Ca.i~pbell 1 s Creek, there· are numerous 
flats and gullies both ·within the quadrangular area 
and. withou-;: it which have been dug up; and the extent 
altogether of ground which has been worked at the 
Mount 1'~lexander--Diggings is something which strikes 
the observer with·astonishment. To return, however, 
to Forest Creek. 

The w·hole of the level on both sfd-es of the creek; the 
flats and gu~lies running ·off right and lef.t;_ a low 
range of hills running along the middle o'f the-vallev, 
and a broad gul:Ly cons ti tu ting the other ·side of this ... 
great valley, on the other side of these low hills are 
all more or less turned topsy-turvy. In many places 
you see \•:here the vein of gold has deserted the valley, 
a:n.d nm in circular lines along the hill sides, and 
even ever their tops. These the diggers have mana.ged 
to hit., but ·whether they have :nanaged to hit all, so 
eccentric as they are, is very questionable. All along 
~!1:l s cree}~ st.i. ll st:cnc: s-:.:02:-es and doc-.:ors t st1ops 1:Yot. 
there are o~ly jere and there a few gr□U?S of diggers 
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This Study has been carried out for the Shire of Metcalfe 

by_ Loder & Bayly and has been funded from a grant made under 

the National Estate Prograiru~e of the then Department of 

Urban and Regional Development of the Australian Government. 

The details of the Study were defined and administ~red by 

a Steering Cammi ttee consisting of represe·ntati ves of: 

The Town & Country Planning Board; 

The·-.·Ministry of Conservation.; 

The Shire of Metcalfe; and 

The National Trust. 

In -carrying out the Study, considerable advantage was 

obtained through the generous assistance of various individuals 

who contributed to separate sections of this report, and who 

made the necessary time available in their capacity of 

honorary consultants to the National Trust . 

In this respect, we wish to offer our appreciation for the 

kind assistance provided by: 

Dr. Miles Lewis (the sec::tion on nchewton,. An Analysis of 
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Mrs. W. Calder, Dr. J. Willer and Mr. P. Watts for the 

basis of ·the section on "The Botanical Landscape". 

In addition, useful advice has been offered by the above

mentioned individuals through discussions, by officers of the 

Shire of Metcalfe and by other members of the Steering 

Com.mittee, particularly in making comments on the draft 
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J LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS 

1 
] __ 
- ... nar, 

Ridge line - closing forward view 
and running down to creek 

Ridge line - dominant on horizon 

distant horizon seen over receding 
ridges at a distance 

> 

break in highway scene- · 
bracket indicates the side on which 
view is completely cut off. Note: 
double brackets generally indicate hill 
crest with view closed off both sides 
or underpass. ' 

significant views and 
view direction (long or short 
respectively) 

surface scarring (gravel extraction 
erosion, mining spoil) ' 

urban elements dominate 

SLOPES 

D creek flats 

low slopes associated with creek flats 
or low hill tops · 

- moderate slopes 

- ste_ep slopes (generallv greater than 50%) 

VEGETATION 

Mature eucalypt forest predominates 

t· .-.· ~-:_< · ~,J Cleared areas invaded by noxious weeds 

□Note: 
absence of above two symbols indicates an 
area under improved pasture management 
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I met numbers with loaded carts, or with swags inquiring 
their way to the Avoca, now the great attraction. 
Store-keeping must every day become a worse business 
on these old rifled diggings; yet, as there are a nuwber 
of men at work all up and down amongst the hills, in 
little patches of diggings, the population is greater 
than it appears. I expect for years there will continue 
a certain number poking about amongst the old ground, 
or turning up new, yet what is worked seems pretty 
thoroughly worked already." 

This settlement, almost unique in Victoria, has retained much 

of the character which was visible in 1854, and a number of 

buildings not very much later in date. One major modification, 

already mentioned but still only of about l858-60, 'is the 

-· r_~ilway line which ·runs mostly parallel with the road and which 
-· - --- ·-- --

·--itself makes -a-··contributiori-'to the·-character of ·th.e.salley. 

·-:- - -
Starting -at Elphinstone, the road runs along the south side o.f · · 

the railway, .and the original railway bridges and culverts __ .. 

are visible. The railway goes underground into a _tunnel 

which is itself an engineering work of some historical 
1 . . -

consequence. The railway emerges from this tunnel·on the 
I 

south side of the road, and remains in this ·relationship. for 

the ·balance of the route to Castlemaine. A handsome brick 

and <Jrani te road bridge. crosses the line at Section A of the 

Parish of Metcalfe, and is visible. from the main road (refer 

Map 3). 

The railway is then concealed from view by the slope of the 

ground, then the road descends into a valley and at point B 

·the lipe is briefly visible again where the ground flattens 

out. At section D another bridge is visible, and next an 

early cemetery on the north side of the road. Along the 

whole road so far the density of building development is 

low and not very different from that of the 1850s, while the 

overall. character of the country, though now very settled in 

appearance, is essentially as it was. Before the road 

descends to cross Wattle Creek, an imposing house on a hill 

to the south of the road introduces a more urban character. . . . . . 

1 This railway was; the first country railway line constructed 
in Victoria and, as a total engineering work, its scale 
vastly outstripped anything else of a comparable nature that 
had been constructed up to that time. This line included 
two tunnels, of which this was one, and these would have been 
the first railway tunnels constructed in Victoria~ 
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Chei;vton proper may be said to begin at this point, where . 
the road approaches the confluence of Wattle Creek and 

Forest Creek flowing from the north. Faraday Road follows 

the line of Forest Creek northwards past Golden Point to 

Specimen Gully (the location of the earliest gold discoveries) 

and Expedition Pass, and most of its length is along the 

site of early gold diggings with scattered settlement. 

On the Calder Hi~hway, just before the Faraday Road turn-off, 

is the bay-windowed Victorian villa once occupied by Sir 

J.B. Patterson, MLA. 1 At the actual road junction befor~ 

the bridge over Wattle Creek, some trees remain on the site 

of the former British and American Hotel. Henceforward, 

there is scattered and unpleasant modern development on the 

south side of the highway in the general vicinity of Post 

Office Hill, and then between Pitman and Railway Streets 

two conspicuously pleasant brick cottages with arched door 

heads. Further on again is a single storey sandstone 

building which is the remnant of the old two storey Mount 

Alexander Hotel, then there is the sandstone Congregational 

Church dating from 1857, and close to this a small shop with 

an ir..teresting wooden· verandah valence; then a number--of __ 

intrusive twentieth century buil9ings. · On the north side 

there are also mapy pl~a3ant old st!uctures, but there are 

twCi. in-'.:.rusi ve. ·weatherboard houses with. tile roofs, and one 

other modern weatherboard house just after Mou~t Street. 

The road descends· -into- Wattle Fla-'.: past Red Hill, where .the 

hot.el and hall are not the original buildings but are old 

enough to'make a contribution to the historic character of 

the· scene, and c=~n earlier pair of shops further west alon~r 

the· south side merit attention. After Church Street comes 

an in;::cessive !:)::::-ick Romanesque po3t office, behind which is 
- -cnarrn111g 

Chew-.::.or. 'I'o·wn Hall. 

., 
J_ ;'-·,_•.· ·_·· -,~_,'r'"'.-.·.·.~,lr_,-___ . -•------'"- .. , ,-\_.t...._ ..... _..-,___ ,.-r~--:-
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On the north sider after a considerable area of vacant land, 

comes the most serious intrusion of all, an Arnpol service 

station with a derelict car dump behind it and an intrusive 

tile-roofed dwelling next door. There follows an 

interesting group of shops, perhaps the most coherent remnant 

of old Chewton, then above Argus Flat some mixed development 

containing nothing grossly offensive, and the Jubilee 

Primitive Methodist Church. This building, with its 

remarkable flying buttresses, was designed by Crouch and 

Wilson in 186l, and, like the Town Hall on the opposite side, 

is a critical building in setting the character of Chewton. 

Before the road rises·out of Wattle "Flat into a visually 

--- --·-dis_'j:.inct a~d .more spa~sely .. settled_ arec;:_.±o __ the_ w.~st ;_ the

Chewton Service Station and .Milk Bar cons ti tcrt,~s or:ie- l~st 

serious visual intrusion.on the north sid~ _ _gf _the highway. 

The road now passess ·Manchester .Flat, with the site· of the· 

former Manchester Inn on the north and a somewhat later 

building, which, was once Schreck's Butchery, to the __ south._ 

At Steel's Flat the road leaves Chewton proper and continues 

by way of Montgomery Hill (behind the old Wesley Hill Store), 

Wesley Flat and Wesley Hill, into the suburban area of 

Castlemaine. The present Bridges' Kitchen, in a fairly 

isolated spot on the north sid~, is the remna~t of the 

original Panama Store. 

For the greater part of the route, and in central Chewton 

especially, the south side of the road is taken up with more 

modern intrusions, though there is no less a nlll11ber of 

"distinctive old buildings. The north side is more capable 

of rehabilitation by the removal of such intrusions as the 

Ampol Service Station and by landscaping work ·designed to 

enhance rather than to eliminate the higgledy-piggledy 

turned-over nature of the ground nothwithstanding that 

this may derive less from the original paddocking"than from 

later old dredging around the turn of the century. 

The intrusions on the: south side can be tolerated so long 

as the older parts are linked by the authentic line of the 

original road, and face onto a strip of authentic gold period 
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development along.the north side. On the south side 

there is much that can be done to conserve and enhance 

the remaining buildings, and along the route between 

Elphinstone and Chewton the relationship of the road to the 

railway line, with occasional glimpses of railway works, 

must be retained. No better example exists in Victoria of 

historic linear development, where the watercourse,_ the line 

of auriferous ground, the road, the railway and the 

constraints of topography all operate mutually to the same 

end. 
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THE LANDSCAPE 

LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION (Ml~P 1) 

The features of the landscape identified as being important 

in determining its character and value are described in 

Map 1, and the following is intended to help in reading the 

map. 

Primary Viewing Roads 

All landscape an,alysis has been carried out on th~_ P_!.i_:ipiple 

tha_t -the __ importafi"t observers· to be 'Q".o-ns-idered are. the people 

__ travelling_ along ·the Pyrenees Highway or -~long trre ot~er:_·_ 

-·main routes -brahch_ing .off it- (Faraday ·Ro.ad, ~delaide,. Fryers. 

and North Streets). These routes are identified on the 

map by using a darker line to represent the carriageway. 

View Limits 

The limitations on_ the ·extent of views from the primary 

vLewing roads are described. ·These are: 

sharp silhouetted ridges (ie. the main ridge north of the 

township proper); 

ridge lines running down to Forest Creek, which break up 

the long distance horizontal view along the flat creek 

bed; 

broken hill crests where there is no specific silhouetted 

ridge line but rather a series of hill tops seen with 

other receding hills beyond; there is no one clearly 

identifiable ridge that closes the near view; 

close views that fade out within the foreground because of 

a low slope and crest that removes the middle ground and 

most of the distant views from site without, again, 

forming a clear edge; 

view breaks along the main roads these are the points 

at which the view of the traveller is closed off and, as 

any point is passed, new views or parts of views come 
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abruptly into sight. The continual rhythm of these 

breaks is cnaracteristic of this section of the highway 

and is an important and valuable element ·which should be 

protected; these breaks can rarely be introduced 

artificially, but can easily be removed or ruined by tree 

clearing or road realignment. 

Important Views 

The observation point and direction of significant views are 

identified in Map l, including the view from the top of the 

North Street hill(A), or views to the North from many sections 

of the highv,ray ".:hrough the town. 

One of the other important views is that to the north-west 

from the highway crest west of Bridges Kitchen(B}; this view 

looks past the steep hillside to the creeks and wide pastoral 

valleys, . ·with the contrast ·in· the distance ·of the bush-clad 

hill backdrop to the north of Castlemaine and the edges of 

Castlemaine itself. 

Generally, .all vie\.rs to the_ north 'of the highway are of value. 

Few views exist to the south, the only view of··-an::-F""tx5tential 

at al_l_ being from the highw2y into the low-lying locality 

east of Pit~an Street. 

LANDSCAPE RE-... N"KD~G (a~~P 2) 

The importance of the different landscape elements has been 
l 

rank3d using a modification of the system devised by Wright-

(s2e AppE!!1dix) r "'(.•;hich allowed for the ranking juclgments to 

be mc1E:e applicable to spectators moving through the scene,. 

and. which .remc--.red other factor:::, which appeared -to make the 

2 illu.str2.tes 

-: 
..t.. 

11 La=--~~sca?-£~ C~:.l:.· . .:_i +,..::~ :. I:.. ~-!e~l·;:.::C:. C}:: .~'-r---·;·.•---"3. i_s;~ i u ~..: .. r~.:~;-- .. ~-, .. --. ~;,...:· ..... 

-·: r 

•:. -

-·-·· 
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Areas of rank 30-36 (Rank A): 

These are limited to areas of high natural contrast and 

few man-made features other than limited clearing. 

Areas of rank 23-29 (Rank D): 

These include most of the medium-sloped hills clad with bush 

and all of the true pastoral areas. Because areas are 

ranked according to their distant appearance as seen from the 

primary roads, details which might downgrade the ranking when 

viewed more closely have been overlooked. 

Creek· flats west of··-townsh.i-p: --points were gained for contrast. 

~-·with hill slopes and yegetation; -points were lo-st _·_for · lack of -

.. substantial _vegetation or other features (the_ <=:rE:-_§_k_ itself 

having little visual impact) , j uxtapositio-n or intrusion of 
urban features, and visual degradation due to gravel mining 

.. 

and poor land management. 

-Area east of Pitman Street: points· were gained for natural 

contrasts, points were lost for scattered urban intrusion.· 

Area north cf cemetery: though hilly and well covered in 

trees, this area has fewer natural contrasts than the areas 

•immediately surrounding it due to the lack of views into or 

out of it. 

Areas of rank· 10-26 (Rank D): 

These areas are generally of .low slope, little natural contrast 

and undesirable man-made contrast of untidy or disordered 

urban intrusions or surface despoilations. Because of these 

impacts, even the creek flats within the township are ranked 

lower than might be expected. 

Areas of rank 3-10 (Rank E} :, 

These include flat land with little or no natural contrast, 

strong man-made contrast, intrusive activities and no sense 

of spontaneous in~1olvement. 
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Because of the dominance of traffic and highway elements 

along the primary roads, a separate ranking for this 

area results, setting it at a ranking ·extreme from 

b 
. 1 a utt1.ng areas. 

Areas of rank -2 to 2 (Rank F): 

These include all areas of significant urban intrusion, 

historic or otherwise. 

VEGETATION AND GROUND SURFACE (MAP l) 

Three basi_c types of -vegetation exist in the area: 

(i) 

(ii) 

Areas of mature trees, being primarily low eucalyptus 

forest but, within the town,· isolated stands of 

eucalyptus and copses of exotic trees, including pines 

and deciduous species. The surrounding bush-clad 

hills form a valuable and safely protected backdrop 

to the view of the town. 

.Ax·eas · of various types of ground cover generally 

once-clearec areas but not now under any form of 

management which have degenerated to various ·types 

-0f - thistle, _ gorse, . .tussock, etc. These areas are 

relatively unattractive and have an unkempt appearance. 

Inproved pastures ·and areas which are relatively clear 

of .any growth more substantial than grasses; these 

areas include grazing pastures, road verges and the 

creek fJ.at:.s. 

l . . - " ~· _,_. . . , .. .L- • It 1 s J_mpcr-can-;: to o.raw 2. c.l.s L.lnc-:-.ion net,·1een -cne a.nascap-& 
.. • .... ... -. 'T'- • • - • 4- II .,,......::1 ~ ,, b - t"' ranKing o= ~ne ~yrenees Hignway ana i~s reco~~ing y ne 

:t-Ja~ior1a: ::r~:!:"ust. Tl:.e ra~}~ing of .;cfie H.ighi~1aJ-1 in the O\terall 
lane.scape ha.s been on thE: basis o=. the question "woul.c. the 
la.ndsca.pc~ .i~r2r1s::-c.ll::: be i::i-;.'~•o"";.~ec.: iw :: t.l!.ere. \.4rer,2 r10 h.lgl1,.~~.,.ay· 
or v-1cn.1l.::l it. be i.~pro1:.red i.i -:.l·J..e:r. .. r:1 ;_~er·:. E:.Ore hi~!Il"",va:.ts?",. 

!;~~ 1~-~;~~;,~1; r;~k:~u~i ~~~;2·~~;-e ~~ ~~:ec~:~~~~:~~~;~;:YG~l :e:~:~~~-~~; 
cor:1.:-....,2\~ 1'?; :,_ ::-. :, :J~ :1.-~:.- po S s2-:..! l.e- ~ :.:,::::.:::-.) J .. -0~5.. :--·~"'=.f.~ :! recorc::.in,-; 0 

(' •• -= 

t f1i s ":I-·~ ~.:/n:~-..: .:i l.. ;) : -:. :-: ~: f·~ c.-:.i ~ :1 :::. : 1:: :: ·_: -~~ :: .· l ~ ·_:; ·,.., ~.:: v· .:-: r ,. ~- r- base-~..: 
co:-r..::,~~::::.~")::.r .. c:=: -=:.~ ... ,:_~ 11:_st.c<"."'_._::; ,~n.:i '•.~•;r,(·:•~ .. ,.=-•CI _:::i.-~-:::.:.!::i..•::an:::(~ 
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In addition, there are large areas ·where the natural ground 

surface has been broken away or visibly spoilt. These 

include: 

a deeply eroded gully beside North Street; 

areas between the town and the railway where the surface 

has been_ graded, exposing the subsoil layers; 

various areas along the creek or beside roads where 

gravel stripping, alluvial mining or sheet erosion have 

removed the topsoil leaving the surface broken and the 

brightly-coloured subsurface layers exposed. 

These :·areas give their associated,-l-a11d.~capes .the impression - . - -· . - - . ·- - . - ... - . - - -
o:j: cieso+atioir and u·gliness, and the areas themselves seem- .. 

. . -· - ,. - .. 

. symbolic of carelessness, exploitaticor1 · and __ c1 la.ck. qf interest 

by those unconcerned in the· visual impact of their actions. ··-
-- - -·- .. . 

The bright colours--of the .exposed soil substrata cause the--

areas to be relatively noti,ceable in the lan~scape. 

LAND .. FGRM 

The larid form ~s. the basic _visible element of .the scene and . 
.. . 

persuades .all the other.elements. The fou~ land forms 

which are identified in Map l are: 

the creek flats and.• immediately adjoining floodplain. 

Except where the surface is broken by gravel extraction 

or old mining activities, the continuum of these flats 

provide a visual counterpoint to the ridges and horizon 

lines above or beyond them; 

low slopes. Generally adjoini~g the creek, these areas 

ar~·readi.ly vi.sibl.e where they .are below th~ road but, 

where they are above and close to the road, they close 

off the view without providing either any particularly 

interesting foreground features or a view of the middle 

ground or background; 

moderate ~lopes. These slopes form a major' component·of 

the view and include the major parts of the landscape 

surrounding the valley and the township. Their interesting 
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but unspectacular character is considerably enhanced 

by their bush cover; 

steep slopes generally greater than 50%. These few 

areas stand in positions both where they have the 

greatest possible visual contrast with the adjoining 

areas of low slope and creek flat, and where their 

dominant features and contrasts are most readily visible 

from the road. 

URBAN AREAS 

Th~se include both the more concentrated development of the 

township itself and the scattered groups o~ buildings which 

are renurants of the original subdivision· and development 

patterns. In mar1y instances, some of the residential and 

other uses include fairly extensive areas of associated 

development whic:h extend their visual impact, although not 

necessarily including any clearly defined buildings. Such 

areas include the yards behind both of t,i-ie garages (drums·, 

junk,· car bodies) or around or behind many houses (farm 

machine.:r·.'.·. low sheds, fences. c,::.r bodies and a 'i;;iide variety 

of other objects). These areas frequently have .a fairly 

strong visual impact, heightened by their untidiness and 

neglect. 

SliM.N.A.RY AND RECO:r-::-it..:ENDATTONS_.. ·· 

'l'he analysis conducted in both the identification of 

sig-r:ificar:t landscape elements and of landscape ranking 

provides criteria by which the landscape impact of any 

proposal may be judgedr or·usinq which any proposal may be. 
. .. .. r. r,Y-r-.o-· 

.!.. ...... •~.l..---
on the landscape. 

. . . . 
"'CO Ir:.l..rilITtJ..Se ()r avoid any undesirable 
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RECOHUEN D..:s. T IONS 

' On the basis of this aaalysis of the landscape elements, 

which describes the relative value and significance of 

the different landscape areas and elements, the following 

recommendations are made on the landscape priorities 

of any future development or subdivision in the Study 

Area. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

a) 

b) 

All areas or Rank A-C should be protected from 

detrimental landscape changes. vrhere any 

_de~~iment a~tivitg is proposed that is, 

un.avoidable but fo_~ _r;.rhiq~ ...El_!-_~rnat:i_ve locations 

.can _be -·.found-;--1. f. s_ho!:J.f~ .be air.acted or control;I.ea··

so that it -oc-cu.r..s ln ai~as ·qr_},_ower .rather than 

high-er laiuTscape yalue· (.preferably oLRank E or 

F) and :·rell within ratJier than at tiie -edge ·of 

such areas. In any circumstances, any activity 

liable to cause landscape detriment should take 

place ·in the area -o'f -iowes·t --1andscape ranking 

available for it. 

Where any dev.f:lopment or change :j_s proposed in an 

area where landscape degradation.has alieady 

occurred (for whatever reason), development should 

be made contingent on some compensating landscape 

improvement being carried out in conjunction with· 

it. 

View closure points should be maintained at all. 

reasonable costs; only questions of essential public 

safety justify their minimum modification. This 

is because these view closure points along the 

highway, basides any historic significance, are 

characteristic elements of the dynamic and static 

highway scenery and can only be-removed at considerable 

loss to the existing landscape and urban character of 

tl:J.e area. 

To the.greatest possible extent, Council should seek 

the advice, investigations and appropriate actions 
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of the relevant authorities with respect to existing 

causes of landscape degradation, in particular 

sheet and gully erosion, gravel winning and surface 

mining and invasions of noxious weeds. 

4. Council should consider instituting a limited landscape 

program on areas of public land to provide beneficial 

screening of specific areas suffering landscape 

degradation. In addition, Council should seek the 

co-operation of the relevant owners to either improve 

or conceal the view of such areas from the main 

roads. Many causes of existing landscape degradation 

(eg. unsightly and highly visible backyards) are 

unlikeiy to become subject of remedial action through 

controls on permits or through normal intervention 

by other public authorities. 
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HISTORIC BUILDINGS, PLACES AND OBJECTS 

BUILDH·JGS AND AREAS OF BUILDINGS 

An analysis has been made of the historic character of areas 

of buildings. The purpose has been to determine the extent 

to which· any building, building group or larger area of 

buildings still reflects the character with which it was 

originally endowed by the end of 1900. 

This analysis has-·been based on a method established by the -
- . -- . ., ,. --- - .. -- . ,. -1 ·• , 

Committee for Urban ActioTI- .{CUA.)___ .. Jiowever, . the method has __ 

been devis.ed fer- use in _fully built-up- areas and has ·not, 
--··----

_yet, be_e:g. __ ~:Ldely ·empioyed .. in country areas. or hamlets. 

The particular ·-problem ·that-·cohc~rns the application of this 

technique to Chewton is that there are two kinds of change 

]---- .. that have occurred _to alter .the original historic character. 

They·are: 

] 

J 
J 
D 
;J 

J 
J 
J 
] 

d. 
1 

(i) 

(ii} 

the construction of later dwellings, or 0 farm or other 

buildings or other intrusive and non-historic works; 

and 

the demolition or removal of original buildi~gs or 

works. 

Both aspects can also affect the landscape elements, either 

by the introduction of later, non-typical landscape elements 

or, sinularly, · by t.rie removal of original elements. 

Due to the lack of documentary records from the nineteenth· 

century, it is virtually impossible to determine the extent 

of losses of ·'.original historic building or works except by 

inference. For example, the subdivision pattern along road 

frontages can be taken as a reasonable indication of the 

general pattern of residential development in _th_e towns.hip, 

1 "Areas of Historic Character - A Study Method", Committee 
for Urban Action, 1975. 
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although the final extent of development is unknown and many 

lots may have always remained vacant. This would 

suggest that development could have extended as a partially 

continuous or intermittent ribbon from Wesley Hill in the 

west to Vineyard Road in the east, for some distance to the 

north along Faraday Road and south along Fryers and 

Adelaide Streets, together with a significant amount of 

small lot rural ~;ubdi vision in the township's vicinity. 

Comparing Map 4 with Maps 1 and 2, building numbers during 

the period 1850-1900 could easily have been twice the present 

or more. 

Later visual intrusions of new buildings or works include: 

the very obvious numbers of post 1900 dwellings and 

other buildings; 

additions of new street furniture and utilities (direction 

and ~•1arning signs, posts, telephone and power lines) ; 

changes to carr.iag12ways, including new bridges, some 

vertical or horizontal realignment which has already occurred 

in places, se2ling of main roads; 

Signific~nt Individual Buildinqs 

The: old "Town Hal:!." and the Primitive Methodist Church are t.ne 

only· bui:Lcings in ::he township which have been specifically -

.:-1e;;j_~[.:1abd . . in any m2.nner as having architectural significance. 

These ti;-1c builc.'1.ings · have been "recorded''· --by ·the National 

Trus~ of Aus~ralia (Victoria). However, there is no 

staternent'by the Trust which indicates the actual basis of 

these designations, either than t he description of 11 in-b,:'.::::·2,::,t_.ing· 11 

t.o t.D.e church. · 
' 

-:.J:;:-c,cess of e::-;:ami::ir.1g 

o~ bui:d~ng grou2s and bui.~ding a=eas, several other pre-1900 

buildincs h2~2 been i6e~~i~ied as having some histori2 

i~ ~hese instances, the sign~~icance ot 

( 
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the buildings arises from ~hair key contribution to the 

visual identit~ of h istoric groups or areas of buildings, 

their generally dominant location either near these areas 

or on th2 approaches to the town. These buildings are: 

Bridges' Kitchen; . 

or 

the first house on the Pyrenees Highway east of Bridges' 

Kitchen and on the same side of the highway; 

the cottage immediately west of Shepherds Street, north 

side of the highway; 

all the pre-1900 grade 1 and 2 buildings
1 

in the historic 

areas_ (defined on Map 5 as Significant Historic Buildings); 
. . . - - - ·- .,. . - . -- . . - -. -

the first ·hous·e .-east of -Faraday ·_ Road, north sid2 of - the -- --

highway. 

Notwithstanding their absence from the abo~e list, the other 

-- remaining identifiable pre-l900 buildings in and -near the 

town clearly help to identify the town as definitely having 

some historic links, althoucjh· ·the nature and importance of -

those links is not necessarily obvious to 1 the observer. 

Historic Groupings and Areas of Buildings 

On the basis of the methods employed in the CUA study, two 

smail areas of buildings have been identified as being "areas 

of historic character". These are indicated on Map 5. 

We believe that, whilst not outstanding on a national basis, 

the context of these two areas when taken together with 

the historic context of the town itself, including its 

geological, topographic and subdivision aspects, still gives 

to the total context a relative uniqueness which makes their 

value inestimable. 

One other group of buildings which, including Bridges' 

Kitchen and a group of dwellings in or near Steels and Henry 

1 As defined in the CUA Survey, grade 1 and 2 buildings are 
those which respectively have either a high degree of 
historic originality or, while having suffered some later 
alterations, still have the original historic character 
predominent. 
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Streets, has been identified as having some significance 

for its historic character. However, this area derives 

its historic character very much from the absence of later 

intrusions rather than from its historic intactness. There 

appears, in fact, to have been a large loss of much of the 

context of historic pre-1900 buildings. Consequently, this area 

is very much less valuable than the two historic groups identified 

above, and has not been identified as such on Map 5. 

RECOMMENDATION BUILDINGS AND AREAS OF BUILDINGS 

On the basis of the above analysis, together with that 

provided by Dr. Lewis, the following recommendations are 

made on the priorities for protecting individual buildings 

of historic character or areas of such buildings, 

RECONHENDATIONS 

5. Priority should be given to protecting the two areas 

of buildings identified on Map 5 as being areas of 

significant historic ch~racter, with the intention 

of retaining and improving existing pre-1900 

buildings and avoiding or minimising unsympathetic 

- 6. iUl t:hose b·uildings identified on Hap 5 as being 

indivi~ual h1storic buildings of siqnificapce, 

s~ouid be retained and enhanced in-order to protect 

the overall visual historic significance of Chewto~ 

works that a re historic relics . These are TLC· t congregated 

at one ocin~ where they can cons~itute an his~or~c 
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locality rather than hurrying past, but they still have 
' great local value and substantial State value and should be 

given high priority for protection. 

These relics include: 

the subdivision pattern and Pyrenees Highway alignment; 

several prominent railroad bridges along the Forest 

Creek valley; 

the basalt beeching of the Forest Creek watercourse where 

it has been realigned, presumably during the nineteenth · 

century, within Chewton township itself; 

the remnants or apparent remnants of surface mining along 

the Creek; 

the rural character of the town's roads; 

the stone base of the water wheel located out of town along 

North S:treet; 
,. 

the remnants of water race}3 or aqueducts along the hill; 

the tm1n I s cemetery by Par.k Road and the "Childre·n' s 

Cemetery" . 
'f!.' 
"-1~-

The date d\E the basalt beechi-hg in the creek has not been 
~ . 

ascertain1d, nor whether the ~pparent remnants of original 

cree}: mining _are _in fact wholly that rather than being the 

remnants of later gold dredging. However, in all instances, 

these relics-give & visual reminder of the nature of the 

tm·lnship I s historic past. 
I • 

High priori~y should be given by Council and all other 

responsible authorities or agents to the retention 

and protection of the historic relics in and around 

Chew~on township, including: 

the Children's Cemetery; 

tne b~salt beeching alcnq C ., ... ao!-- • 
- ._ - .... ✓ 

~he DricK and stone railway bridges and tunnel 

c::.-- eel: 



the unformed/~nsealed road edges in the township 

(althougJ we consider it impraccical not to seal 

the roads themselves when traffic levGls require 

it) i 

the stone base of the water wheel; 

any aqueducts. 

Where possible, these historic relics should be 

maintained in as original and visible a state as 

practical, and where access can be allowed, their 

existence and location should be signposted. 

··The--hi.storic signific9-nce of the road pattern --h<i:? been dealt 

with at - greater-leng;h in -the section of the r2port p~epared 

by Dr. Miles Lewis. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE HIGHWAY'S OWN LANDSCAPE 

Separately from this Study, the National Trust of Australia 

has evaluated the significance of the Pyrenees Hig~iay 

reserve between the 66 mile post from Melbourne and the 

Metcalfe/Castlemaine boundary, and has determined to give 

it the status of a recorded landscape. A copy of this 

citation is attached in the Appendix. A central part of 

this Study and the following recommendations are directed 

t_<2v1_ards the Pyrenees Highway and the identification and 

.cons_ervation . of its valuable qualities. As a matter 

_Qf choice~- con·ser:;...ratiori ·of -the Hi_ghway ~s landscape · and the 

visuil el~merits of its history have been generally dealt 

~;,i th urider policies and actions proposed for the· specific . . 

areas which abut or contain the Highway, as protective actions 

must be extended for -. some distance from the Highway if they 

are to have useful effect . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recornm2hdations on matters of principle arising from this 

analysis have been made progressively through each section. 

They are here drawn together and built into a framework of 

recommendations which are couched, firstly in general terms, 

so that the desirable purpose for which any action is taken 

will be quite clear, and secondly, in a series of increasingly 

specific recommendations which are designed to bring the 

general policies into effect within the context of the local 

statutory powers of Council and Eh:e likely involvement of 

-et}l~r -public ;~rthor-i ties or .private - bodies-_-.Dr. {ndivid1,1als .. . 

A CONSERVATI-ON OBJECTIVE 

The following statement briefly sets out a SUTIL.~ary basis for 

conservation_action _and the broad objec-tives _towards which 

such action should be dire~ted. 

Note: In this and thi following discussion, reference to 

the well-developed urban area of Chewton or to Chewton 

township means that area lying generally between 

Fryers Street and Vineyard Road,to the north of the 

railway line and to the south of the Crown Lands 

along Forest Creek. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The township and setting of Chewton is considered to 

contain interesting historical relics and remnants of 

the original pre-1900 development, including both 

building groups and a road and subdivision pattern. 

Taken together with the historic significance of the 

settlement in a State contex t (refer comments page ) 

and the generally attracti v e landscape in ,vhich it is 

sited, the township and its locality merit conservation 

action designed to adhieve the following objectives : 
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retention of the basic integrity of the most 

signifi~ant groups of historic buildings; 

retention of those other historic buildings which 

are located at key visual points and which therefore 

also contribute substantially to the reminder that 

the town has historic connections; 

retention and enhancement of those other visible 

and structural remnants of the town's historic 

development (the undeveloped creek flats, the road 

pattern and the basic subdivision patterns); 

protection of existing landscape assets within the 

township and its locality and, where practical, improve

ment of areas not fully reaching their reasonable 

landscape potential. 

There is a conflict between re-establishment of the historic 

pattern of development, by allowing a complete re-use of 

the old subdivision pattern~ and_protecting th~ landscape 

character, which would require both that as much as possible of 

the-original strip development be prevented from redevelopment, 

and that the latent potential .for even further strip development 

on those lots which have always been·- vacant should be 

rerr.oved. 

Council is strong:y recommended to protect the landscape, as 

it now exists., outside the present limits of the··area of 

extensive dev-:':!lop0 e.nt of Chewton township: We believe, 

·\?l tht:>U~~ a~temp_ting_ to reiterate all the relevan·t. · -pla~ni1'.-g 

grounds in this. r.eport, that this course of action is ·well 

justified for a variety of other reasons besides landscaping 

benefits, such as the orderly and efficient provision of 

various urban services and traffic.considerations. 

In order to gi "72 C:::mncil the most oract.::..cal guidance possible 

as to how it should carry out the major objectivesr as set out 

in the :rr:ore detai.led policies 1 ';:,;re cc:.71!-::1.er.d a lis-::: of speci:tic 

actio.r1s. 
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Area of Historic Character 

Significant Historic Building 

Recommended tree plantings (as per notations on map) 

National Trust of Australia 
(Victoria) 

PRIIJl.t-.RY ROADS 
Roads from which rhe view 1ntc & within ri-i~
studt area are cons,dered · 
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Loder & Bayly 
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Some of these actions can ba ac~ieved by Council within the 

limits of its. existing planning powers. In so~e cases 

specific, though brief, amendments or additions to the 

existing statutory powers will be needed. Finally, some of 

these objectives will be dependent on their being accepted 

and carried out by other bodies (eg. the Department of Crown 

Lands and Survey, or the Country Roads Board). In these 

latter cases, Council will have to press these organisations 

forcefully in order to encourage them to give matching 

regard to any overall priorities which Council has seen fit 

to adopt for Chewton. 

CONSERVATION POLICIES 

RECONUENDATIONS 

9. Act to en~ure-that the minimum-possible ~evelopment 

occurs in areas of high landscape ranking and that, 

where practical, ariy necessary development occurs 

in areas of lowest landscape rank~ng. 

10. Views to the.north from the Pyrenees High~ay should 

be protecte_d and enhanced. 

i1. Outside the existing developed township, the ori~inal 

historic strip-development pattern should be prevented 

from_recurring, primarily in the interests of 

protecting the existing high quality landscape 

character, but also on the basis of the orderly and 

proper control of future urban growth. Priority 

should be given to creating and enhancing a clear 

dif-ference between the existing well-developed urban 

area and the surrounding countryside areas of 

high. -landscape ranking. 

12. Emphasis should be given to restoring the character 

of the creek flats and the low rank landscape areas 

west 6f the tow·n, whether by concealment of detrimental 

intrusion, by their removal or by any other means. 
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13. Encour,agement and incentives should be given to 

retaining both those individual and groups of 

historic buildings which have been identified 

herein. 

14. Priority should be given to retaining the existing 

Pyrenees Highway reserve and carriageway, insofar 

as this is possible, while meeting the reasonable 

minimum requirements for road safety. 

JS. The existing visual closure points along the 

Pyrenees Highway through Chewton should be retained 

to the extent practical, having regard to the minimum 

reasonable needs of public safety. 

16.· Priority should be given to maintaining the existing 

visual continuity and 1inks along the highway through 

Chewton township. 

17. Where development may or can occur, landscaping and 

siting requirements and, in. appropriate cases, 

limitations on building form, materiais and colour 

sho~ld be imposed in order to protect or enhance: 

in the case of development outiide the exi~ting 

to-r,.mship, the lan_dscape character_ of_ the locality_; 

> ; 

in the case of dev~lopment within the-township, the .( 

chai·a.c'ter and 1risibility of the individua1--·ana-

group.c; o:f i:iisto:tic buildi•ngs ·ami· r-.he val-uabl e 

landscape elements. 

18. Location and design of minor public works within the 

Pyrenees Highway reservation should be such as to 

enhance and protect the historic and landscape 

character of the town. 
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CONSERVATION ACTIONS 

The following recommendations cover the various areas where 

Council either has or may obtain direct responsibility, or, 

if not having that responsibility, can at least act to 

influence the decisions of others. 

Statutory Controls 

Council should use its present statutory powers or should 

seek to augment them as may be necessary to implement the 

following controls. 

--· -- . --· -- -
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_RECOMMEND.AT ION 

19. Rural Landscape Character Zone (Map 5): 

Note: 

_[i) Land should only be permitted to be used 

and develop~d on the basis -0f ~ separate 

tenement (or equivalent) provision ~hich 

should be applied to the land as it existed 

at a :Specific date, preferably the date on 
I 

which Council adopts this particular 

recommendation. While this action might be 

achieved as a discretionary policy of Council, 

it is preferable that it be given statutory 

effect by actually prohibiting any development 

which ~snot in conformity with such 

requirements. 

A separate tenement is all land held in one common 

and adjoining ownership but, in the case of 

Chewton, should also be defined to include land of 

undefined legal ownership which is held in a quasi or 

common law ownership or under common and adjoining 
-

occupancy where true ownership qannot be determined 

at that time, ie. the land is in a de facto common 

tenancy. Because of the unusual or unclear legal 

situation affecting ownership of many properties 

in Chewton, qareful legal drafting of this control , 

would be required to make it unambiguous and 

enforceable. 
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(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

- 'Jc:; -..,..., 

Not mo r 2 th 2 n o n e d ,·i e 11 in~; s .:: o u i .:: he 

permitte d to exist on a n y 12n d whic t e x~ s ted 

at the specified date as a separate tenement 

(or equivalent). 

Subdivision of land should not be permitted 

except in exceptional circumstances or for 

existing very large lots. 

Where development is for any .reason permitted, 

Council's permission should be dependent on its 

approval of a plan showin~ the extent of 

e xY~ting vegetation to be ·r~tained and new 

veget_a_tioI1 -to be established. S u c h plan 

shoulcr be laid out in conformity ,vith .the 

landscape planting guidelines described later 

in t .h.is report. 

Where development, for any reason, is permitted 

Council should have regard to th e existing 

landscape character of the separate tenement 

and any planning permi.ts should contain 

conditions requiring specific action to be 

taken within that tenement to minimise any 

visual detriment created by any existing 

development on the subject land or on any 

nearby land. 

Rural Landscape Improvement Zone: 

This 1.s an area with a low landscape rank which results from 

past detrimental activities and management, or from its 

closeness to any less attractive remnants or urban development . 

Relevant policies are those which: 

relate to upgrading the character of the landscape; and 

maintaining the, visual break between Chewton township and 

Castlemaine. 
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RECOHUEN DAT ION 

20. Rural Landscape Improvement Area: 

The following development controls should be applied 

in this area: 

(i) The use and development of land should be 

limited to land in separate tenements (as 

previously defined), except that more than one 

dwelling could be permitted on land held in 

(ii) 

(iii) 

( i V) 

one separate tenement at the specified date 

where such house can be located not closer than 

50m to any other house-or 25m to the boundary 

of any other separate tenement. Landscaping 

requiremen~s on the subject site should be 

designed to minimise the visual intrusion of 

any new dwelling vrhich is the subject of the 

application or, where practical, to assist 

in the screening of any adjoining v~luable 

buildings or works. 

No building should be located closer than 

25m to the Pyrene~s Highway or hal~ the depth 

of any blo~k, whichever is the greater . 

. -· -
Wher~ any development or use of lanrl is btherw~se 

permitted, such approval should be subject to 

t~e approval by Council of~- landscape plan 

,,,-h::..ch shall be· laid out :{r- conformity w_i th the 

~andsc~pe planting guidelines describe~ l~ter 

in ·this report. 

Where any 6eve2opment is fo= any reason pe=rnitted, 

Council should in clude such additional conditions 

as will ensure t h~t the total development and 

use c: that l2n6 ~~ll result in an improvement 

an d enhancement of che landscape characte= of 
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Highway Corridor: 
. 

The highway corridor shall be an area which need not be 

designated as any "zone" on a map, but could be effectively 

protected by development controls related specifically to 

juxtaposition of development of uses to the Pyrenees Highway 

or to any other important roads. The purpose of these 

controls should be to maintain and enhance the existing 

significant views available from these roads. 

RECOMMENDATION 

21. Higfa'l'ay Corridor: ___ _ 

- ·-·------ -
(i) -·- Other. th.an .. in th.e __ T.ow.n.sh.ip_A.rea_ .9J:. R.ural 

Lan,dscape Improvement .Area, no ··c1.,;;elling shall · ··-· 
. -

be constructed ·cJo~er than 150m to: 

the Pyrenees Hightvay, or 

Faraday Road 

except th.at where th.ere is any .land t'l'hich existed 

at th.e specified date as a s-eparate -tenement 

and within which it is, in ihe opinion of 
Council, impractical t:o sit:e a building in 

conformi~y with sucp provision, due to reasons 

of topography, or t-Thich has a depth 

perpendicular to any -tangent; to the specified 

highway or road of not more than 200m, in 

which case such dwelling may be located to 

within 75m or two-thirds the depth of such land 

(;-1hichever is the lesser) from such roads. 

(ii) Any permit for works closer than 100m to th.e 

above specified roads shall be subject to· 

the approval by Council of a landscape plan 

which shall be laid out in conformity with 

the landscape planting g,uidelines described 

later in this report. 
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Area of Historic Character: 

Controls in tnese two areas should be directed towards the 

policies of: 

retaining and enhancing the character of the historic 

buildings; 

protecting and enhancing the landscape views which can 

at present be obtained in the locality of these areas. 

While the retention of the pre-l900 buildings in these 

areas is highly desirable, in many cases the structural 

state of these buildings may make retention difficult or 

uneconomic. However, moral advice by Council will, if not 

back b1• anything more formal, have little useful value. 

Council is therefore recommended to apply the following 

statutory controls: 

RECONMEND2~TION 

22. Ar~a of Historic Character: 

{ i.) '.:£' he t:,,o identified historic areas (Map 5) 

shonld be· specified in an Interim De,relopment 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Orde1.- as being of ~pecia~ sign~ficance in 

terms of Cl. BB of the Third Schedule of the 

·To,-.rn and Country Planninc;, Ac·t, 1961": 

S~atutory powers s hould be created requiring 

=that demo..:~it.io.n. 1 constructi~n or ·alteratir;-r:: 

require Council's permissibn. 

In exercisin g such pexmisEion, Council shou~d 

require that the front facades of all pre-1900 

bu~2dings within 2m o! the front facade 1c tha~ 

~han any rear wal2sY sho~ld not be demolished 




